
S U M M E R  S T E M  C H A L L E N G E



A plate or baking dish

Milk (Any kind of milk will work.)

Cookie cutters

Red and blue food coloring

Liquid dish soap

WHAT YOU WILL NEED: 

Making Patriot Fireworks at Home

Pour some milk onto your dish – just enough

to cover the bottom. Then place a cookie

cutter in the milk. (Star shapes are our

favorite).

Use a few drops of red and blue food

coloring inside the cookie cutter - don't mix

it!

Dip one drop of liquid dish soap right in the

center of the star. 

Watch as the colors scatter in all directions,

just like fireworks!
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Why does this work?

First, dish soap disrupts the surface tension of the milk. All liquids have chemical bonds along the surface that make the liquid form

a little dome on top. You can see this effect when a droplet of water rests on wax paper. Adding soap interrupts those bonds

along the surface, making the surface molecules spread out and the colors explode like fireworks!



Paper 

Magnifying Glass

A Sunny Day! 

WHAT YOU WILL NEED: 

Practice the art of welding with a magnifying glass.

Place your paper on the ground and use the magnifying glass

to direct the sunlight onto the paper. 

Welding is all about precision. Can you use the magnifying

glass to draw the first letter of your name or a simple shape,

such as a square?

Magnifier Welding

Did you know that you can identify the type of plastic an item is

made from? Many items are made from recyclable plastic and

are identify using a stamping method when it's being produced. 

CHALLENGE: 

Find three items made from different resins in your home.

Resins & Recycling

Look for items with this symbol (usually on the bottom) and a

number inside of the recycling symbol. 

 It’s polyethylene terephthalate (PET). 

It’s high-density polyethylene (HDPE). 

It’s polyvinyl chloride (PVC). 

It’s low-density polyethylene (LDPE). 

It’s polypropylene (PP). 

It’s polystyrene (PS).

It’s another resin, it could be an acrylic, a polycarbonate,

nylon, or even fiberglass. 

If it has a...

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



Search your kitchen for packaged food whose packaging you

could improve. 
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Consider the packaging’s: 

a. Effectiveness: Does it protect the food? Can you

easily access the food inside? 

b. Size and shape: Is it logical? Does the package fit

well among your other foods? 

c. Sustainability: Can it be reused or recycled? 

d. Marketability: Does it catch your eye? Did it make

you want to buy it? 

 

Brainstorm what could be improved, as well as how you could

improve it. Then sketch a new package design. Include as

many details as possible! 

Use household materials to create a 3D prototype (or model)

of the new packaging design.

Improving Food
Packaging

Place some water in a bowl or pitcher and pollute it. (Sand,

dirt, leaves, cooking oil, twigs, stones, and/or food scraps

may all come in handy.) 

Collect household materials that could be used to filter

your water and remove pollutants. 

Test these materials and develop a filtration system.

Consider how to create layers using different materials.

Multiple levels of filtration are better than one! 

Around the world, 780 million people lack access to basic

water services, such as pipes and filtration systems. Many

collect drinking water from ponds, lakes, streams, and surface

water sources. This water can contain all kinds of pollutants,

including waste from farms, sewage runoff, oil pollution, and

more, many of which can’t be seen by the human eye. 

1.

2.

3.

Remember: Not all pollution can be seen. Even if your end

results appear clean, do not drink it!
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Water Clarity



Injection molding 

High volume plastic products like electronics and toys are made this way; look for tool and “clambshell” seams.

Sand casting 

Many big metal things like cookware and tools are made this way; look for the texture of the sand!

3D printing 

Prototypes and 1 of a kind items are made this way; look really close to see stair-step like construction layers

Forming 

Including stamping, impact extrusion, and turning; metal bowls and aluminum cans are made this way; look for sooth

thin walls

Thermoforming 

Lots of packaging is made this way; look for containers made from thin sheet material 

Blowmolding 

Liquid containers and large toys are made this way; look for hollow plastic and a slice like seam on the bottom

Machining 

Lots of furniture is made this way; look for tool marks and joinery in materials like wood or stone 

Slip casting 

Ceramic products are made this way; look for non handmade items with hollow sections 

Spot the Manufacturing Process

Can you find four objects made using four different manufacturing processes?
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Use household materials to create a series of chain

reactions that result in your task being accomplished! You

will trigger the very first chain reaction by completing one

simple step, such as rolling a marble, pushing an object,

etc. This should then prompt the other chain reactions to

occur in order until your task is completed! 

Run through the reactions several times, making tweaks

and changes until everything runs as smoothly as possible. 

Choose an easy, boring task that you wish could be done by

itself, such as feeding your pet, shutting a door, turning a light

off or on, watering a plant, squeezing toothpaste, etc. 

1.

2.

Did you know? These types of chain reactions are also called

Rube Goldberg machines—named after Rube Goldberg, a

famous inventor and cartoonist who drew cartoons of

elaborate devices designed to accomplish simple tasks in a

very complicated way.
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Creative Chain
Reactions

Gather household materials that could be used to build the

structural base of a model building. Ideas include

marshmallows or clay/play dough; toothpicks, skewers, or

spaghetti; paper or cardboard; and tape or glue. 

Construct an earthquake-resistant building frame that is as

tall as possible. 

Place the frame on a table or chair. Then shake the surface

forcefully for 20 seconds and observe what happens to

your building. 

How did your structure fare during the earthquake? If this

were a real building, what may have happened? What did

you learn? What changes may make this structure more

likely to survive the next earthquake?

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Earthquake
Strength



Make a wild guess! 

Make an educated guess using a line of reasoning and

calculations based on your experiences and estimations. 

Gather data to help you make a better educated guess.

This includes performing experiments, measuring, and

searching for data to help your make a more precise

estimate. 

Write a conclusion. State your final answer with possible

sources of error. List facts your learned and other

questions you still have.

Do you like math and thinking about how to use energy more

efficiently? You may enjoy a career as an electrical engineer,

working on the energy grid. You will need to develop your

math, science, problem solving, and communication skills.

How much money will your street spend on electricity in one

year?

1.

2.

3.

4.

What's one thing that if the entire street turned-off would save

you the most electricity?
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Energy
Forecasting

Make a wild guess! 

Make an educated guess using a line of reasoning and

calculations based on your experiences and estimations. 

Gather data to help you make a better educated guess.

This includes performing experiments, measuring, and

searching for data to help your make a more precise

estimate. 

Write a conclusion. State your final answer with possible

sources of error. List facts your learned and other questions

you still have. 

How many days of your life will you spend on social media?

Fermi problems require you to make a quick estimate of a

quantity that seems difficult or impossible to determine

precisely. They were named after Enrico Ferm, the Italian

physicist who used this problem solving method to predict how

atoms would work long before scientists had the technology to

actually see atoms. Fermi problems emphasize the process of

solving problems over getting the exact answer.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Digital Citizenship



CAN YOU BUILD A PAPER AIRPLANE INSPIRED BY NATURE? Nature acts as an inspiration for many designs and innovations. 

One example is how airplanes have taken the shape of birds. All kinds of different birds have inspired designs in aviation.

Use this basic airplane design and then modify it based on your own inspiration from nature. 

Engineering, Nature Style!

Bonus: Can your design carry a load? Try adding some pennies! Can you create a paper helicopter?
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The vertical height (in feet) of a flight of stairs in your home or outside. 

The weight (in pounds) of the runner. 

The amount of time (in seconds) it takes to run up the stairs. 

WHAT HORSEPOWER DO YOU RUN ON? 

Measure and record: 

1.

2.

3.

Horsepower = (height x weight) / time. 

 

Convert horsepower to Watts 1 horsepower = 746 Watts 

 

Bonus: How long would you need to run on the stairs to keep a 750–watt

microwave going?

Calculate Horsepower

Plastic Fabric Art

Cut away seams and handles from the bags. 

Layer 2–6 plastic bags between sheets of tracing or parchment (baking) paper. 

Think about your colors and design before the next step. 

Use an iron on the lowest setting on an ironing board or pad.* Apply the iron to the parchment paper to fuse the plastic together.

Note: The iron will never touch the plastic directly.

Check the plastic bags frequently and adjust the temperature as needed. 

Use your new plastic fabric to make purposefully and inspiring sustainable accessories, art, or fashion. 

*Adult Supervision Required

CAN YOU MAKE FABRIC FROM PLASTIC BAGS?

 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

You acted like a materials engineer—someone who makes and tests new materials for products. If you enjoy finding ways to improve

recycling, waste disposal, public health, and water and air pollution control then you may want a career as a waste management

specialist. 



Make something at the Cincinnati Public Library Maker's Space. 

Other STEM Activities

Volunteer by picking up trash at your local park or outdoor space near your home. (Make sure a parent or adult is with you.)

Make up a new board or card game based on items you find in your home or at the craft store. 

Find a mentor that works in STEM and ask them questions. What do they do? Why do they love their job? 

Create a lego or cup maze for your pet. 

Make some slime!
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